Abstract— In Software testing there is a great demand for the automation of test cases. The test cases are either generated before coding using software specifications or after coding using program execution traces. Many genetic algorithms have been proposed for procedural programming but they do not suit well for object oriented programming. This is because in object oriented programs the object relationship exists and considering them is important for the generation of best test suite. We propose a method to generate test suites for object oriented programs using genetic algorithm by considering the object-relationships and their dependencies such as polymorphism, message passing and inheritance that exists among them. The key feature of our proposed technique is that the test suites are evolved as a whole instead of generating one test case for each coverage goal. To investigate the effectiveness of our approach we have used a java program of Chocolate Vending machine as the source code and few test cases have been relatively developed to evaluate the fittest test suite with maximum coverage. We have applied our technique in the EVOSUITE tool to determine the efficiency of our approach. Our results indicate that the use of genetic algorithm in Test case Generation is beneficial than the traditional approach of targeting single branches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Testing is considered to be the most critical part in the software development cycle. In order to test software, the test data is generated. A good test data can uncover even the most critical errors in the software. Nowadays various testing tools [11],[12] are available that can automatically generate the test data through a specific coverage criterion. The testing tools should be general, robust and always generate the right test data based on the coverage criteria. So for this purpose, the search algorithm of the tool must find where the best values (test data) lie and concentrate its search there. One such search algorithm that is much efficient to find the best solution to a problem is the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [7]. The Genetic algorithms are a part of evolutionary computing, inspired by the Darwin’s theory of Evolution. It is a heuristic search method based on the evolutionary ideas of the genetics and the natural selections. The algorithm uses techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. Genetic Algorithm search mechanism starts with an initial set of population. Any one solution in the population is called as the chromosome. The search mechanism [14] is steered by the fitness principle and it proceeds for a number of generations as a cycle. In each generation the fitter solutions will be selected based on the fitness function, to form a new population. Three main operators [20] namely reproduction, crossover and mutation are used in this cycle. The Cycle will repeat for a number of generations until certain criteria are met.

Thus, in this work we have used genetic algorithm in the generation of test suites for object-oriented program. Firstly,
the Original source code of Chocolate Vending Machine is mutated and then the chromosome operations such as crossover and mutation are applied on the mutated code. The test cases are written for the computed Source Code. Finally, the fitness function determines the best test suite that has the maximum coverage and minimum length among the other test suites.

The paper is organized as follows: Following this introductory section, the Section 2 provides the background work. The related work is elaborated in Section 3 and the proposed work is described in section 4. The conclusion and future work are described in the Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Population and Generation
A population can be considered as a list of several guesses, which consist of information about the individuals. Each individual in the population represent a solution. For a healthy Population, the GA must have several members. But a larger population can consume longer time to find a good solution. Small population can find a good solution quickly since only minimum evaluations are required per generation. However premature Convergence generally occurs in small population, which will result in loss of the power of searching or generating better solutions. This can be overcome by an increased mutation probability, which is quite similar to the random testing method. However, the samples of small population do not produce results with higher variance. Therefore, it is necessary to set up a method that will find a strategy, which will avoid converging towards a non optimum solution. In our approach, we have used the fitness function as the main criteria that select the best chromosome out of the entire population and helps in acquiring an optimum solution.

2.2 Genetic Algorithm Operators
A new population is generated from the existing population by means of three operators that GA uses on its population

(a) Selection
In GA, the selection of the starting generation impact a lot on the performance of the next generation. In the selection phase, the chromosomes of the population is chosen for reproduction based on various criteria such as choosing a chromosome at random or giving higher preference to fitter members. Then the evolutionary process is based on the crossover and the mutation operators.

(b) Cross over or Recombination
After Selection, the cross over or Recombination operator is applied to the selected Chromosomes. The crossover operator combines the genes of the two parent chromosome to generate new fitter offspring. The process continues until the next generation has enough individuals.

(c) Mutation
The Mutation operator is applied to alter the genes of the selected chromosomes. It is done in order to create diversity among the population, avoiding stagnation or getting stuck at local optimal solution.

2.3 Fitness Function
The Central Objective of the Fitness Function is to select the best test suite. The Fitness function is directly proportional to the selection of a test case. The Fitness Function in our proposed work is determined by using three factors stated as, likelihood, and close to boundary value and branch coverage. These are the factors that determine whether is test suite is good or bad when compared to other test suites. So the fitness function determines where the test suite is suitable to be chosen or not. The fitness of a test suite in our proposed system is determined as,

\[ F(T) = L(T) + B(T) + R(T) / 3 \]

3. RELATED WORK

Software testing is a major important concept but many of the software developers may miss the software testing phase due to the lack of time to complete the project. The software developer doesn’t get time to test the project fully. The other difficulty in software testing is generating the test case. The works of Antony and jeevarathinam [1], deals about the mutation testing which is used to generate the test case. The formalization technique [8] is used that has two advantages. Firstly, it analyzes the test set whether it satisfies the specific coverage. Secondly, it allows the tester to focus on less number of formalization and more number of interesting tests. The efficiency of mutation testing depends on the type of faults which are represented. These genetic operators are used for the concepts which are used in object oriented programs like polymorphism, inheritance, message passing, and dynamic binding. The faults are not generated; it may be a programmer specific and an application specific. The characteristics of the program should be selected to execute the mutation operators in testing. The traditional mutation testing does not handle the object oriented programs.

The Genetic algorithm can be used for software testing. It is due to the fact to achieve the disadvantages which are faced by the automation testing. The ESIM technique [2] is an environment used for to test the embedded software. The ESIM environment runs the Genetic Algorithm and the tested program separately and later it is communicated using the hardware ports. An example of ESM technique is that, the genetic algorithms generates the test case and sends the input to the tested program. Later the tested program sends the response
signal back. The response time is the major important concept to check the fitness of the genetic algorithm.

The goal-oriented approach is also used for the automatic test data generation [3]. The genetic algorithm uses the new method of generating the test data by using previously discovered test data. The advantage of the technique is that it combines the goal-oriented, intelligent and features of random. It generates the test data quickly and focused with direction. Another advantage is that it has the ability to execute the large software programs. The fitness function is evaluated using the branch information. The targets are identified using the predicate paths with the use of control dependency graph and it does not require all coverage for the test requirements. Also, N.Gupta et al [9] proposed a technique to generate the test cases for the class in the object oriented programs. This method focuses on automatic generation of test cases and it is achieved using the random test generator. Object oriented programs are the complex to test, in which an object tends to interact by passing messages with each others.

In the literature of test case generation there are also methods that uses two algorithms which is genetic and bee colony algorithm [7] with the intend to reduce the effort and the time of execution of the software programs. It involves the reduction of test cases from a large number of test suites. The technique which was followed is that it identifies the faults in minimum execution time and selects the test cases from larger test suites. The bee colony algorithm is used because, here the bee acts as an agent and search the minimum test cases. The bee will now add a test cases on the search path to check whether it increase the fault detection. This technique has been proved to be beneficial on regression testing. It produces the optimal results and efficient in reducing the effort which was required to the larger test suites and time.

The works of Baudry et al. [10] is towards the optimization of the entire test suites in which all the test suites are considered at the same time. A search algorithm is used to optimize the test cases with respect to mutation analysis. The limitation of this work is that the length of the test cases has to chosen and fixed manually that does not change during the search. There are many automated test case generation tools like DART [11], CUTE [12] that aims to achieve high coverage, but at the cost of assuming the availability of an automated oracle that tests the generated oracles. In general, the test suites generated follow a path coverage criterion that would be too large for a tester to manually evaluate it.

The testing problem that we address in this paper is different from what we previously seen in DART or CUTE or similar other techniques. Our proposed technique targets at difficult faults for which the automated oracles may not be available and hence results in manual evaluation by the tester. So it is necessary for the generated Test Suite to be optimized and of manageable size. The approach we follow can be summarized as: Satisfy mentioned coverage criterion of the fitness function with the smallest available test suite.

4. PROPOSED WORK

Test Case Generation is a tedious process in software testing, even if it automated. A most common scenario is after the test data are generated, the test oracle needs to be added. But there is a least probability for automated oracles to be available for every test data. In such cases, the tester manually adds the test oracles. So it is necessary to produce small test sets to make the oracle problem as easier for the tester.

4.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A common approach in literature is to generate a test case for each coverage goal and then combine them all into a test suite. But the size of such a test suite is generally large or sometimes it is difficult to predict. We propose a novel approach for whole test suite generation of object oriented programs, which advance upon the current approach of aiming one goal at a time. Our proposed approach intents to cover all the coverage goals together, at the same time reducing the size of the test suite. There are many benefits of this approach like the infeasible targets in the code don’t affect its effectiveness. We have used Genetic algorithm for this proposal. It is shown in Fig 1.

The test cases can be generated from the software specifications during the early stage i.e. before coding or from the program execution traces after the software development i.e. after coding. Heuristic approach helps in creating quality software test cases. A mutation based heuristic approach is proposed here to generate quality test cases from the program execution trace. Initially, the Source code obtained from the tester is configured for inducing mutants. Both the traditional mutation operators and class level mutation operators are implemented for the mutation testing. Then the chromosome operations like cross-over and mutation are applied on the configured source code using the search operators. The resulting computed source code is used for creating JUNIT test case. Finally, the assertion process takes place and the tests are evaluated by determining the live and killed mutants for each search operator.
4.2 GENETIC ALGORITHM for TGEN

We use a Meta heuristic search algorithm, namely, genetic algorithm to evolve the test suites that optimize the chosen coverage criterion. In this section, we describe the applied Genetic algorithm, the chromosome operations and the fitness function.

The GA attempts to imitate the mechanisms of natural adaptation in computer system. The major parameters considered are the chromosome operations and the fitness function. In GA, the population is initially selected as a random sum of test suites. This is taken as the current population. In the current population, the elitism method is applied. This is because when creating a new population through mutation and crossover operations there is a greater chance of losing the best chromosomes of the population. Elitism is the method that first copies the best or some of the best chromosomes to the new population. The remaining population is constructed as described in the algorithm. As elitism prevents the loss of best solution, it increases the performance of the genetic algorithm. Along with the best found solution, it is necessary to select the parent chromosomes through random selection. Then cross over the parents to form the new children. If the crossover was not performed then the children or offsprings would be the exact copy of the parent chromosomes. The mutation operation helps in changing one or more parts of the chromosome. If the mutation is 100% applied, then the whole chromosome is changed. The fitness of the parent and the mutated child chromosomes is evaluated by the coverage criteria. And accordingly, either the parent or the child, whichever is fit is added to the new generation along with the elite. Along with the fitness function, the GA also takes into consideration the length of the chromosomes (size of the test suites) for generating a better and best fit chromosomes (Test suites).

The Genetic Algorithm applied is depicted in Algorithm 1. Input given is a random population and the evolution is performed until a solution is found or the specified time and allocated resources have been used up. In each iteration, a new generation is created. The elite of the generation is found out (line 3). The crossover of the chromosome is done (line 6) and then the same is mutated (line 7). Then the fitness function finds the best fit chromosome (line 10) based on the coverage criterion and the length constraints. The best solution yield by the GA is added to the new generation.

GA ALGORITHM

Input : current population

Output : A new generation with best fit chromosomes (Test suites)

1. Generate random population, P=$\Sigma$TS, // current population
2. Repeat
3. $Z \leftarrow$ elite of population P // elitism
4. While $|Z| \neq P$ do
5. $P_1, P_2 \leftarrow$ Any two parent chromosomes in P // random selection
6. $C_1, C_2 \leftarrow$ CROSSOVER($P_1, P_2$) //crossover operation
7. $MC_1, MC_2 \leftarrow$ MUTATION($C_1, C_2$) // mutation operation
8. $F(P) =$ Fitness of Parent
9. $F(MC) =$ Fitness of Mutated Child
10. Fitness=$[L(T_i)+B(T_i)+R(T_i)]$ // fitness function
11. $F(P)$_1=MAX($F(P_1), F(P_2))
12. $F(MC)$_1=MAX($F(MC_1), F(MC_2))
13. $L(P) =$ Length ($P_1$)+Length ($P_2$)
14. $L(MC) =$ Length ($MC_1$)+Length ($MC_2$)
15. If (($F(MC) > F(P)) \land ((L(P) < L(MC)))$
16. $Z \leftarrow Z \{MC_1, MC_2\}$
17. else
18. $Z \leftarrow Z \{P_1, P_2\}$
The technique begins with an initial population of randomly generated test suites and then uses the GA to optimize towards a coverage criterion and determine the best test suite among the population. To address the generation of test suites, few specialized mutation operators are developed, at both method level and class level. These operators help in achieving the chromosome operations by altering or interesting of one or more parts of the chromosome to generate the children or the off springs. The fitness function determines the coverage criterion of the parent and the child chromosomes. The Coverage criterion focused here is branch coverage, close to boundary value and the likelihood to evaluate the fitness. For an example, a program may contain the control statements such as if or while, with logical predicates. The branch coverage criteria involves in evaluating these predicates to true or false value. Any branch may be considered as infeasible if there is no program input that determines the predicate that this particular branch is executed. After the Fitness of the chromosomes is determined, the secondary objective is to evolve a small test suite that helps the tester to easily add the test oracles. For this purpose, the length of the fit chromosomes is evaluated and best small chromosome is chosen and added to the new generation.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a technique for the whole test suite generation of object oriented programs using genetic algorithm. Though there are many techniques for the test suite generations, they do not concentrate well on object oriented programs. We also discussed that when generating test suites in object oriented program, it is necessary to take into consideration the information related to various dependencies arising due to the object-relationship such as inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation. So for this purpose, we have used the mutation operators at both method level and class level. The algorithm proposed in this paper, facilitates the generation of test cases for object oriented programs when automatic oracles are not available.

Issues of future work include applying this technique on a real time test generation tool for large and complex programs. We also aim to compare this technique with the bee colony and ant colony algorithm.
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